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Key Takeaways

• Predictable growth is the result of:

• Meaningful unit economic benchmarks 

• Aligned expectations ”What your selling is what I’m buying”

• A passion for the business

• A meaningful lending relationship will not be tactical

• “Credit worthiness” is cheap insurance for sustained growth

• Will your lender fight to fund your business in a downturn and succeed?

• Growth requires planning

• Efficient growth starts with the first unit and a long term plan

• Avoid overleveraging your assets; view assets/debt strategically



Financial Landscape



Financial Landscape
Among Longest Expansions in 100 Years

February ‘17

• Surpass the 1982 –

1990 recovery 

• Within 14 months of 

1961 – 1969 recovery

Yet Recovery May Continue for A 
While at Least 

No overheated sectors/ bubbles and 
stable consumer confidence

Growing List of Warning Signs

Falling corporate profits and rising default rates, 
negative capex growth rates, slowing lending
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Tale of Two Cities



Congressional Oversight

• 7 congressional committees in 6 months

• House Government Oversight & 
Government Reform (same committee that 
investigated Mylan for Epipen)

• Increase in 7a portfolio –

– Up 58% since 2012

– Total SBA portfolio – much greater risk 
to taxpayers -$78,787,585.180

• Market premiums at all time highs

• Loans sold off to secondary markets are 
growing 

– Incentive is high to book bad loans



SBA’s Quest for Simplicity

• Recent SBA franchise SOP

• Instead of reviewing franchise 
agreements, and negotiating 
one-off solutions, then have 
instituted a one size fits all 
financing ultimatum.

• Shifted Risk from SBA to 
lenders

• Erased Flexibility & Clarity for 
Franchisors



12

Nature of Franchise Financing 

More lenders want to lend

Banks loosen up to compete

Credit contraction

Growing List of Warning Signs

• Highest delinquency rate since 

Nov 2012

• Zero down financing

• Lenders talk how this feel likes 

2008 

• Lenders comfortable with 

restaurants only starting to move 

out of restaurant space

• Rising interest rates



Multi-Unit Ownership



Evolution of Multi Unit Ownership

• Many brands begin with single unit 
operators

• Should you grow multi-unit ownership 
organically with current franchise owners 
or seek multi-unit owners externally –
experience or no experience operating?



Evolution of Multi Unit Ownership

• How do you qualify a current franchise 
owner for multi-unit development?

• How do you set development deadlines for 
multi-unit franchise owners? And how does 
this relate to financing parameters given 
lenders require or want?



Common Obstacles



Current State of Affairs

Credit Crisis
Creative sources of 

capital emerge

Lenders conservative

Lenders begin to compete 

on speed, rate, risk

Most options use cash flow underwriting

Brand reviewed – extent depends on lender 



Financing Obstacles

With so many lending 

options, how does 

one choose?

What factors 

should be 

considered?

What mistakes do 

people make?



Multi-Unit Ownership Growth Models

Liquidity requirements based on 
realistic opening costs

Development scheduled based on 
realistic cash flow model

Franchisee plan to execute on 
development agreement

Global cash flow is important

Thinking beyond
opening first unit



Multi-Unit Ownership Growth Models
Funding Strategies 

Financing Challenges
- Most franchise lending is cash flow based

- Finding a lender to approve multiple stores 

simultaneously is challenging

- Combining multiple capital sources

- Multi store approvals could be misleading

0-3 units

Financing options
- Cash, but be careful

- Private investors

- Asset backed loans

- SBA Loans – most active for first unit

- Conventional lenders 

- Alternative funding sources Financing Challenges
- Clear and Consistent Financial Statements are key

- Multi store approvals possible, still can be misleading  

- Lenders familiar with new challenges, have a plan 

and training to prepare for it

- Performance supports growth, but subjective review 

of fast pace growth comes into play 

Financing options
- Private investors or additional partners

- SBA Loans 

- Conventional lenders

- Alternative funding sources

- Debt Consolidation

3-7 units
8+ units

Financing options
- Private investors

- SBA Loans (not as common 

unless RE loan)

- Conventional lenders

- Development Lines of Credit

Financing Challenges
- Strategy begins to be core focus 

- Understanding covenants of multi-unit 

approvals



Zee’s Perspective



Franchisee’s Perspective
1st Unit –
August 2011

• Strong ownership group 

• Did not want to pledge 
collateral 

• SBA was only lending 
option 

3rd Unit –July 2014

• First 2 units performing 
well

• New financing options 
now available

• Conventional option -
good pricing, but more 
out of pocket

• Final Choice: SBA 
still best option 
comparing down 
payment/resulting 
loan payments

4th, 5th and 6th Units –
October 2015

• First 3 units performing well.

• Financing options were different:

• Conventional loan options were 
now slim…”too much, too fast”

• Our SBA lender would not help

• Final Choice: debt consolidation

2nd Unit –
March 2013

• First unit performing well

• SBA still only option

• Chose a local bank 
thinking they would grow 
with us

• Process was painful

7th Unit –November 2016

• First 3 units performing well.

• Next 3 units struggling due to 
SA economy

• Current lender pulled 
commitment with lease signed

• Reduced expenses, added 
partners

• Final Choice: ApplePie loan 
– underwriting considered 
strength of partners



Credit Worthiness



Credit Worthiness

• Today: many lenders are 

chasing borrowers

• Nothing stays the same; easy 

credit will not likely be that way 

forever.

• Being “worthy” of credit is 

cheap insurance for a company 

that wants to grow.



Components of Credit Worthiness

Credit
worthy

Strong business 
model/ROI

Franchisor 
support

High continuity 
rate/low default

Third party
validation

Franchisee 
financial 

statement and 
credit score



Business Model, ROI and Support

“Mindset” of 
franchisee
profitability 

vs. franchisor 
profitability 

Helping a 
partner vs. a 
“customer”?

Compelling
cash flow 

story



Franchisee Responsibilities

Reasonable 

expectations 

to rates, 

credit terms, 

amort, and 

timing

Solid 
historical 
financial 

statements

Complete 
business 

plan



Growth Planning



Growth Planning
“Failing to plan is planning to fail”

– Alan Lakein, Author: How to get control of your time and your life

Unit by unit 

approach

Multi-unit 

financial plan



Growth Planning

• Growth requires

– Integrated lender:

• Financing solution for a path to 
success

• Maintaining diverse access to 
capital sources

– Mindset of planning for growth

• How to be prepared when 
opportunity presents itself

Setting yourself up for success



Credit Management



Did you know? 



Credit Management
Changing the Way your Franchisees get Financing

Auto populated 
data and peer 
benchmarks 

applied

Credit model 
& analysis 

automaticall
y applied

Documentation 
& loan 

package is 
stored 

electronically 

Real time 
updates 

and 
tracking 

Data is 
centralized 
and used to 

establish 
benchmarks• Credit decisions have become more data 

driven, relying more on algorithms than 
personal relationships

• Franchisors who act now to track and 
improve their performance data will be best 
equipped to remain competitive in the 
changing lending environment



Underwriting Considerations

Underwriting the Borrower

• FICO

• Liquidity

• Resume/Experience

• Outside Income etc.

• Collateral/Personal 
Guarantees

Underwriting the Brand

• Unit Level Outcomes

• Franchisee System 
Assessment

• Franchisor Financial 
Performance

• Franchisor Support 
Assessment

FRANdata proprietary 

Credit Management



Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



Securing Capital: Planning for Growth 

2011 2014

Unit Growth 796 in 8 years

Massage Envy Signs 

Agreement with Franchise 

America Finance and The 

Bancorp Bank for Franchisee 

Lending Program

Massage Envy Secures $40M 

more 

• $10 million for new 
franchisees

• $10 million for existing 
franchisees

• $5 million for the 
transfer of current 
centers to new owners.

FRANdata proprietary 

Case Study



Case-in-point: Massage Envy
Total Sum Score for 

Brand

Score Range is 350-950

FRANdata proprietary 

Case Study



Up to 10 Year 

history of historical 

success rate.  High 

weight given to this 

metric.

FRANdata proprietary 

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



Specific trends in past 1-3 

years are used here to 

project future success.  

High weight given to this 

metric

FRANdata proprietary 

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



Resales and transfers 

are not bad things, but 

are measured against 

total units and peers

Although important for 

lenders, most brands 

do not show this 

information publicly.  

No disclosure=no 

points

FRANdata proprietary 

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



Item 19 data.  Quality 

and level of 

disclosure determine 

point totals.  No 

disclosure = no 

points.

FBR, Google, 

Litigation history are 

all important to 

lenders.

FRANdata proprietary 

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



FRANdata proprietary 

Important for lenders 

to understand that 

royalties and other 

recurring revenue 

cover all operating 

expenses.

Franchisor Financials 

are used by lenders 

to determine the 

ability of the 

franchisor to support 

its franchisees.

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



FRANdata proprietary 

The level of 

disclosure as well as 

the actual financials 

are important in 

lenders decision 

making process.

Industry, Franchising 

experience as well as 

stability in 

management is a 

positive for lenders.

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



FRANdata proprietary 

Prospect Screening 

disclosure allows 

lenders to see how 

their borrower stacks 

up to the brand 

requirements. 

Lenders have 

concerns with issues 

that may cause a 

default, some 

franchisors use 

default too 

aggressively.

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



FRANdata proprietary 

Approximately 70% of the score 

is outcome and system driven.  

This is because lenders are not 

lending to the franchisor, and 

historical outcomes can predict 

future outcomes.

The balance of the score is driven 

by Franchisor Performance 

metrics.  Specific and transparent 

disclosure (along with positive 

performance) will drive scores up. 

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



• Franchise Lending Program + 

Franchise Finance Support =  

Increased Lender Activity

• More than 219 Banks have processed 

or worked on ME financing since 2012. 

Within this period:

• Lenders have accessed 

underwriting documentation more 

than 1100 times

Case-in-point: Massage Envy

Case Study



Workshop Part 1

Franchisors, put your lender hat on!

Getting to this Answer as FAST as 

POSSIBLE

WILL THE BORROWER AND THE 

BRAND BE ABLE TO SUCCEED 

AND PAY OFF THIS LOAN?



You should have: 

Workshop Materials 

Massage Envy 

FUND Report 

Exercise Universe 

FUND Report w/ 

Blank Scores

Answer Sheet
Metric 

Descriptions



AND your FUND Paddle 



What Type of Lender are you?

To Start

SBA Lender

Conventional Lender

Alternative Lender



• Requested loan amount: $350,000 

• FICO Score: 650

• Individual Net Worth: $1M

• Franchising experience: none

• Industry experience: none

• Business experience: Worked in large 
companies

• Management experience: 12 years

Borrower Prospectus 



• “Score” the metrics found within  the 
“Exercise Universe” FUND given the 
information/analysis provided for each 
metric

– There are 12 metrics to score before 
getting the total FUND score

– Utilize the “Massage Envy FUND 
Report” as well as the “Metric 
Definitions” document as guides to help 
you make your decisions.

With your lender persona in mind…

Massage Envy 

FUND Report 

Metric 

Descriptions

Exercise Universe 

FUND Report w/ 

Blank Scores



• Complete the answer sheet  
based on the score you came 
up with for Exercise Universe

• Filling out the answer sheet 
gives us an idea of what 
credit terms you would give 
Exercise Universe if you were 
a lender

Filling out the answer sheet



• Each table will present 

– Will you FUND or NOT FUND?

– If you will… 

• Why

– Under what terms?

– If you won’t…

• Why not?

Last but not the least!



FUND Credit Scoring Ranges

750-950

650-750

550-650

550 below

High 

Performing

Above 

Average

Average

Under 

Performing



Key Takeaways

Workshop

BRAND 

INFORMATION

The Information vacuum 

will be filled – you need to 

take charge of what the 

lenders get their hands on



Key Takeaways

• Predictable growth is the result of:

• Meaningful unit economic benchmarks 

• Aligned expectations ”What your selling is what I’m buying”

• A passion for the business

• A meaningful lending relationship will not be tactical

• “Credit worthiness” is cheap insurance for sustained growth

• Will your lender fight to fund your business in a downturn and succeed?

• Growth requires planning

• Efficient growth starts with the first unit and a long term plan

• Avoid overleveraging your assets; view assets/debt strategically



Thank you for your participation in 

IFA 2017 Financial Summit!

Sponsored by:


